
BRIGHT RED STUDIOS
Off-Gallery Night May 3, 2013

Bright Red Studios is excited to announce an ensemble art and music show Friday night, May 3, 
2013. After missing the deadline for application to the official Gallery Night we knew we would 

have to put on an amazing show to make up for not being listed officially. 

Our Off-Gallery Night show features :
 
Chris Dorn, Lawton Hall, and George Ziegler, members of Appleton based Art Collective 44°88°. 

Chris Dorn (chrisdornart.com) is a photographer and 2d artist based in Appleton Wisconsin. Chris uses pho-
tography and drawing to question viewing practices, and develops photographs with unconventional and anach-
ronistic exposure types. Lawton Hall is a music and intermedia artist based in Appleton, Wisconsin. Lawton’s 
work has been featured in shows in Milwaukee, Chicago, and New York.  Examples of his work can be found 
at lawtonhall.com, but the confluence of sounds, photos and electronic equipment is far better experienced in 
person. George Ziegler works with pen and ink to create organic shapes, portraits and kaleidescopic images.  
            

                      
                
              
Jewlery designs will be exhibited by Blue Hill by Hand, (bluehillbyhand.com)a Madison based jewelry compa-
ny. Blue Hill creates kits that are picked up and dropped off by local artisans. These artists are students, stay-
at-home moms, people with disabilities, refugee families, retirees, and members of diverse ethnic groups within 
our community.  The community centric missions of Blue Hill and Bright Red Studios are very much in line and 
we are exited to exhibit their designs. Their work will be up for sale on the night of the show, and Saturday 
from 9am-1pm. 



Also Featuring works by Friends of Bright Red Studios Bala Thiagarjanan and Paul Smith. 

Bala Thiagarjanan (artbybala.com) is the 2013 volunteer curator for art shows at the Jackie Macaulay Gal-
lery at the Social Justin Center in Madison. Bala’s art reflects her Indian background through an exploration 
of texture and color through painting on canvas and wood. Her recent work includes henna inspired designs, 
Mandalas and fractal based Kolams. Bala was a part of BRS’s grand opening show and has been an important 
part of our community since. Paul Smith works with paint and pen and ink to create incisive portraits and 
figures. Paul helps run and promote our weekly figure drawing classes and works very hard to bring in new 
artists, and to publicize BRS throughout the Madison art community.

Music will be provided by Holy Sheboygan! a seven piece ensemble from Appleton. These musicians have been  
working together in many contexts over the past several years, but only in the last two months have they 
come together to create an amazing sound. 
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